In this paper, an Omni-directional mobile industrial robot drilling system for aerospace manufacture is introduced. Mecanum wheels are used for the robot's maneuverability in congested workspace. An industrial robot is applied to complete the drilling work for a rocket shell. A vision system is applied to enhance the precision of mobile drilling. Additional sensor systems such as laser measurement system and displacement measurement system are equipped to do the autonomous navigation and anti-collision job. To increase the flexibility and working volume of the mobile industrial robot, the autonomous mobile drilling scheme is presented. In order to fulfil the requirement for drilling precision in aerospace industry, a vision-based deviation rectification solution is developed. Some experiments are carried out to compare the influence of different calibration targets on the robot system. Numerical tests show that the rectification system is able to satisfy the accuracy of the positioning in the autonomous drilling work.
Introduction
Mobile robots has been receiving increasing researches in an enormous range of applications. In the past decade, mobile robotics has drawn attentions from both academy and industry [1] [2] [3] . A review of existing mobile robots demonstrates that good performance has already been achieved based on their respective application scenarios. Nevertheless, there still exists challenge in the application of mobile robots used in industrial environments like aerospace manufacturing, which requires high accuracy and high manoeuvrability at the same time. Drilling is an important process in aircraft assembly, occupying a large proportion in the total amount of labour in aerospace manufacturing. What's more, drilling quality and accuracy has a critical influence on the performance of aircraft.
While stationary industrial robots can obtain pretty high precision, mobile industrial robots is not able to achieve precise positioning because of the coarse localization of its mobile platform. KUKA Robotics has built the "moiros" mobile industrial robot system for machining extremely large components like ships, aircraft and wind power plants. The "moiros" is able to manoeuvre safely to the desired position in confined spaces and to achieve a positioning accuracy of 5 mm. Since 2009, the Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) has been working on a mobile manipulator demonstration system called MR ROAM for commercial and military aircraft painting. The system had a positioning accuracy of 12.7mm [4] . The positioning accuracy of the referred robots are far from satisfied with the accuracy of 0.2mm [5] , which is required in drilling for aerospace products. In this paper, a vision-based rectification is applied to compensate for the deviation of the mobile platform.
In the production of aerospace components, large parts are placed in a stationary production cell. Over a period of days, multiple shifts of workers complete the assembly and inspection tasks. In such a production environment, stationary robotic systems are not economical. The employment of mobile industrial robot is a solution for achieving low-cost manufacture by allowing one robot to be used for similar tasks in multiple stations. Mobile industrial robot system have great advantages compared with traditional industrial robots in both efficiency and flexibility. In this paper, an Omni-directional mobile industrial robot is built to manoeuvre in compact working site of aerospace manufacturing factories.
An Omni-directional mobile industrial robot is one that can move independently and simultaneously in all three degrees of freedoms of plane motion: longitudinal (forward/reverse), lateral (right/left), and rotary. Thus, Omni-directional wheels can significantly improve the manoeuvrability. Typical Omni-directional wheels include Omni wheel [6] [7] [8] , orthogonal wheel [9], off-centred wheel [1], tracked wheel [10] , and Mecanum wheel [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Considering the performances of the above wheels, we deployed the Mecanum wheel on our mobile industrial robot.
Description and Implementation of the Mobile Drilling System
The Omni-directional mobile industrial robot in this study consists of a Mecanum wheeled Omni-directional mobile platform, an industrial robot, controllers, sensors and a software system. In this project, the robot should complete the accurate drilling work for a stationary rocket shell automatically [17] [18] [19] [20] in the workspace as illustrated in Fig.2 . The work includes autonomous path planning, autonomous deviation correcting and automatic drilling. A solution of a mobile drilling robot on a guiding rail has been promoted using a laser tracker and a hand-eye vision system to figure out the exact position between the robot base frame and the drilling point [5] . In this paper, a new method of mobile drilling system is developed, and the system is characterized by its Omni-directional mobile manipulator, positioning laser sensors and a single calibrated camera on the mobile platform.
Mecanum wheeled Omni-directional mobile manipulator
The Omni-directional mobile manipulator, as shown in Fig.1 , is built by mounting a manipulator on the Omni-directional mobile vehicle. The project aims to carry out drilling tasks on large surfaces at all assembly stations in the aerospace factory in an adaptive and flexible way. 
Sensors, industrial robot and control units
An Omni-directional mobile industrial robot should be designed to exhibit autonomous behaviors such as collision avoidance and self-localization, while moving in an arbitrary direction. Thus, related sensors such as industrial cameras, laser trackers and displacement sensors are deployed on the Omni-directional mobile industrial robot, collaborating with the mobile manipulator under the commanding of the control system.
As illustrated in Fig.2 , the robotic operation can be divided into 3 configurations: In the 1st configuration, the robot use its laser trackers to find its location (position 1) in the workspace and navigate to the suitable working position (position 2); In the 2nd configuration, the robot use its industrial camera to calculate its accurate pose with respect to the rocket shell, by 3D vision measurement [21] ; In the 3rd configuration, the robot performs the mobile drilling operation [22] according to the calculated pose, and finishes the work in position 3.
